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Abstract 16 

Segregation of polymer chains of different molecular weights is a well-known process. A 17 

traditional experimental approach of studying phase segregation of thin films composed of 18 

polymer blends with identical chemical compositions but different molecular weights, was 19 

focused on functionalization of chemical group or modification of end-group. In this study 20 

however, a different approach was proposed, in which polystyrene with a bimodal molecular 21 

weight distribution but no additional chemical modification was implemented in order to 22 

examine and analyze its phase segregation. It was found that by choosing right molecular 23 

weight distribution it is possible to obtain controlled phase separation at short time interval and 24 

at microscale. By doing this, we have presented an easy, fast, effective and fully controlled 25 

method of obtaining biomimetic micropillar/honeycomb morphologies. In addition, the 26 

evaporation rate during spin-coating and the viscosity of a solution with a bimodal molecular 27 

weight distribution was studied. 28 
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 32 

Introduction 33 

Biomimetic complex morphologies compromising micropillars have gained attention due to 34 

their wide range of possible applications, for example, their special wetting properties (1,2), 35 

application in studying of biofilm formation (3) or controlling stem cells differentiation (4). 36 

Two widespread methods which allow creation of a broad range of structures of polymer thin 37 

films (PTFs) are spin-coating (5) and breath figures (6). These methods were applied for 38 

manufacturing  organic ferroelectric switches (7), light emitting devices (8), sensors (9,10), 39 

drug delivery systems (11,12), biologically active surfaces (13,14), functional nanostructured 40 

surfaces (15,16), and membranes (17). Both these processes rely heavily on the interaction 41 

dynamics between the solvent, the polymer and the vapors in the vicinity of the surface. In the 42 

case of spin-coating, a droplet of a mixture of a solvent and one or two polymers is dropped 43 

onto the substrate and subsequently the substrate is rotated very quickly to cover it uniformly 44 

with the liquid film of the solution. As a result, the solvent evaporates thus a solvent and 45 

temperature quench occurs. The change of the solvent volume and temperature often leads to 46 

unintentional or intentional liquid-liquid phase separation. (18) It has been argued that such 47 

phase separation often starts in the early stages of spinning. (18,19) The further spinning of the 48 

solution leads to gel formation which eventually slows down the diffusion inside the film. As a 49 

result, he occurring morphology becomes frozen in time before reaching an equilibrium. The 50 

time necessary for the morphology to stop evolving depended on such factors as the solvent 51 

evaporation rate, solution viscosity or spinning rate. (20,21) In case of the second 52 

aforementioned technique, the breath figures appear on the surface of the liquid film when the 53 
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humid air flow accelerates the evaporation rate. Successively, the temperature decreases which 54 

results in nucleation and growth of water droplets. These droplets create the regular a 55 

honeycomb array of cavities in the film. After most of the solvent had evaporated the 56 

temperature increases to that of the surroundings, the droplets evaporate leaving a porous 57 

surface. The start of the nucleation of these droplets is governed by the onset time related to  58 

the solvent evaporation rate, solution concentration and air flow.(22) 59 

The factors which regulate the final morphology, like the solvent type (23), concentration(24), 60 

the spinning rate (21) and blend composition (25,26), were already intensively studied. 61 

However, the effect of molecular weight distribution (MWD) is still not well understood. 62 

Regarding the subject of the PTFs, scientific literature focuses mostly at the polymers with 63 

narrow MWD. Conversely, Wu et al. have studied the effect of MWD on the self-assembly of 64 

end-functionalized polystyrenes. They proposed a new way of controlling the morphology of 65 

PTF obtained via breath figures by changing the MWD width. As result the porous membrane 66 

with a higher robustness was obtained.(27) 67 

Thus, it should be highlighted that the location and the width of the MWD can affect polymer 68 

solution properties and, as a result, solid thin polymeric films formation. The width of the MWD 69 

can be tailored either within the polymerization process (28,29) or by mixing two polymer 70 

species with very narrow MWD (30). By tailoring the concentration and location of the two 71 

nodes of the distribution of a bimodal polymer, it is possible achieve properties that are 72 

otherwise unavailable.(31) As an example, Heitmiller et al. have reported that the 73 

heterogeneous melt of polyethylene had higher flow index than the homogeneous one.(32) The 74 

investigation performed by the Koningsveld et al. have shown that the bimodal MWD has got 75 

a significant effect on the liquid-liquid binodal curve of polymers in solution. (33) Such a 76 

solution is characterized by phase regions and liquid-liquid phase separation between polymer- 77 

and solvent- rich fractions can occur. Zeman et al. have demonstrated that the critical 78 
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concentration enabling phase separation in a solution of two polymer species, decreases with 79 

an  increase in the molecular weight Mw.(34) Moreover, even when the polymer – polymer 80 

interactions are athermal, i.e. Flory-Huggins interaction parameter 𝜒 equals zero, the phase 81 

separation can occur due to the large difference in entropy between long and short chains, which 82 

in fact act as separate entities.(35) This impacts the viscosity of bimodal solutions. Harris et al. 83 

have found that the viscosity of the blend of bimodal polystyrene can be considered as a sum 84 

of components.(36) It has been discussed that blending polystyrenes with different molecular 85 

weight mixed the entanglement types between polymer chains. Furthermore, it was presented 86 

that the concentration of the polymers in the solvent changes how the polymer chains interact. 87 

It was found that two polymer chains, with the same monomer chemical structure, would act as 88 

two different polymers, provided that the concentration is below the overlap concentration (C*). 89 

However, once  the overlap concentration occurs, the cooperative motion of the polymer starts 90 

and the behavior of the solution changes. (37,38)  91 

Successive research focused on studying how the polymer chains of varying lengths segregate 92 

in PTF. Hariharan et al. investigated the effect of the entropy of spin-coated and annealed 93 

bimodal PTF on polymer chain segregation.(39) It was shown that higher entropy of shorter 94 

chains led to their segregation on the PTF surface, while the lower entropy of the longer chains 95 

promoted their segregation in the bulk. Tanaka et al. in turn studied spin-coated polystyrenes 96 

blends with low and high Mw with narrow MWD utilizing toluene as a solvent. They reported 97 

that the PTFs consisting of polystyrenes with a low molecular weight demonstrated surface 98 

segregation after thermal treatment.(30) Several other recent studies have illustrated 99 

segregation of lower molecular mass elements towards the surface during annealing.(40–44)  100 

On the other hand, it has been shown that segregation of the deuterated polymer can change the 101 

surface roughness after having annealed the coating.(45–48)  102 
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Despite the extensive studies performed on bimodal polymer solutions and melts, the 103 

segregation during short time scales, for example during spin-coating, when the solid polymer 104 

film is established within few seconds, was not observed until now for pristine polystyrene. In 105 

addition, there is a scarcity of data on spin-coating of polystyrene (PS) in the system with 106 

methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), though MEK is considered to be a marginal solvent for PS.(49,50) 107 

Though, MEK is good choice as a solvent, it is more hydroscopic then typically used solvents 108 

for polystyrene. Thus, it can by a good choice for spin-coating under high humidity conditions. 109 

This article discusses the phase segregation of the low and high molecular weight fractions of 110 

the polystyrene with bimodal MWD dissolved in MEK. The humidity level during the spin 111 

coating process was precisely controlled and spin-coating at humidity ranging up to 75% was 112 

performed. By combining entropic interactions between longer and shorter polymer chains and 113 

interfacial tension between the polymer solution and condensing water from moist air, it was 114 

shown that this conditions leads to a complex morphology consisting of a honeycomb filled 115 

with micropillars. 116 

Additionally, the local mechanical properties of the coatings using atomic force microscopy 117 

were examined. The viscosity parameters of the bimodal blends were tabularized, and the 118 

solubility of the low and high molecular weight polystyrene was discussed.  119 

 120 

2. Experimental 121 

2.1 Materials 122 

All polymers and solvents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Merck KGaA). One side 123 

polished ultra-smooth SiOx wafers were bought from Technolutions Sp. z o. o. 124 

 125 

2.2 Preparation of the coatings 126 
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Analytic standard grade polystyrenes (PS) as obtained from the supplier with PDI = 1.04 and 127 

Mw = 20 kDa, 91 kDa, 150 kDa or 200 kDa, were used.  128 

Two kinds of blends were prepared: the blends of 20 kDa and 200 kDa PS mixed in 75/25, 129 

50/50, 25/75 w/w % proportions; alike the blends of 91 kDa and 200 kDa PS mixed in the same 130 

proportions. The as prepared PS solutions were being mixed in methyl ethyl ketone (analytic 131 

grade, MEK), for an hour at 37 OC. After mixing, the solutions were stored overnight. The list 132 

of polystyrene blends used is summarized in the Table 1. The concentrations of these solution 133 

ranged from 2.5 mg/ml to 80 mg/ml. Solutions were spin-coated onto a silicon wafers under 134 

low relative humidity (Rh ~ 0%). DIY Arduino based spin-coater with a chamber with 135 

controlled humidity was used to spin polystyrene films onto the SiOx wafers. The experimental 136 

setup is depicted in Supplementary Information (SI) Fig. S1 – S2. A 35 μl of the solution was 137 

pipetted on the 1 cm x 1 cm wafer. The spin-coating was performed in a closed chamber with 138 

a constant air flow of 10 ml/min of dry air to maintain the desired humidity. The rotational 139 

speed was 2700 rpm. The spinning time was set to 10 s to allow the solvent to evaporate. 140 

For spin-coating in moist atmosphere the relative humidity was changed to 45%, 55% or 75%. 141 

Again 35 μl of the solution (80 mg/ml) was pipetted on the 1 cm x 1 cm wafer and then 142 

accelerated to 3300 RPM. 143 

 144 

Table 1. List of polymer blends that were used for spin-coating. 145 

Type of 

Blend 
Sample code 

Molecular weight 

Mw [kDa] 
PDI 

U
n

if
o

rm
 20 kDa 20 1.04 

91 kDa 91 1.04 

150 kDa 150 1.04 

200 kDa 200 1.04 

B
im

o
d

a
l 

Sample code 

Molecular weight  

PDI [Mw] 

[kDa] 
(1 

[Mn] 

[kDa] (2 
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 75/25* 137 118 1.16 

50/50* 166 146 1.14 

25/75* 186 173 1.08 

2
0
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D

a
 /

 

2
0

0
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D
a
 75/25** 158 65 2.43 

50/50** 184 110 1.67 

25/75** 194 155 1.25 
(1Weight average molecular weight [Mw] = (f1Mw1

2 + f2Mw2
2)/ (f1Mw1 + f2Mw2), (2Number average molecular 146 

weight [Mn] = f1Mw1 + f2Mw2, where f - fraction of one of the polymers in %; PDI states for the Polydispersity 147 

index. 148 

 149 

Additionally, two blends: 1) 20 kDa and 200 kDa polystyrene (75/25**) and polymethyl 150 

methacrylate (PMMA, 20 kDa, 1.04 PDI, Sigma Aldrich, polymer standard grade), 7:3 ratio of 151 

bimodal PS to PMMA; 2) 20 kDa and 200 kDa polystyrene (75/25**) and polyvinylpyrrolidone 152 

(PVP, 29 kDa average, Sigma Aldrich), 7:3 ratio of bimodal PS to PVP; were used. 153 

 154 

2.3 Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 155 

The number and weight average molecular weights (Mn and Mw) were determined by a modular 156 

system Agilent 1200 series GPC with a refractive index detector (RID) equipped with two 157 

PLgel 5 µm MIXED-C columns (300x7.5 mm) in the series, while polydispersity index was 158 

calculated as the ratio of Mw/Mn. Calibration was performed using a set of 12 narrow-distributed 159 

polystyrene standards with the molecular weight (Mp) in the range of 474 g/mol - 1 800 000 160 

g/mol. 161 

The measurements were performed at 35 °C, the chloroform GPC grade was used as a solvent 162 

at the flow rate of 0.7 ml/min. All samples (~2 mg/ml) were filtered through PTFE 0.2 µm 163 

membrane before the analysis. The data were collected by ChemStation for LC and analyzed 164 

by ChemStation GPC Data Analysis Software. 165 

 166 

2.4 Force Spectroscopy FS and Elastic Modulus 167 
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When a Force Spectroscopy experiment is performed, an AFM probe applies strain on the film 168 

surface. During the process a force/displacement curve is gathered. (51) Force spectroscopy 169 

was performed by means of the atomic force microscope (AFM, Asylum Research MFP3D 170 

Bio). (52) OMLCT-AC200TS-R3 (Olympus) cantilever was used with the nominal spring 171 

constant k = 9 N/m and the tip radius below 10 nm as suggested by the cantilever’s producer. 172 

AFM was calibrated using built-in thermal vibrations method. (53) In order to calculate the 173 

elastic modulus (E) from the obtained force/displacement curves a Johnson, Kendall and 174 

Roberts (JKR) model was applied. (54) The indentation depth was ~8 nm (Supplementary 175 

Information, 4. Force Spectroscopy). As we wanted to neglect the possible influence of stiff 176 

(silica) substrate on registered mechanical data of the polystyrene coating, we decided to 177 

perform FS experiment using the thickest films (films spun from solution of concentration of 178 

80 mg/ml). 179 

Maps of large area of the coating 80 μm x 80 μm with resolution 40 x 40 points were obtained. 180 

These higher resolution maps are supplemented as an attachment (SI). These data were 181 

supported by lower resolution maps with the resolution 15 x 15 points. Each map was used to 182 

obtain the mean elastic modulus value. Altogether, at least 5 maps were made. Ordinary one-183 

way ANOVA followed by multiple comparisons Fisher’s test was used to compare the means 184 

between different groups.  185 

Furthermore, histograms representing each higher resolution map were prepared. Skewness of 186 

the elastic modulus distribution was measured. Skewness was divided into two groups: one for 187 

the uniform coatings and one for bimodal coatings. The t test (p < 0.05) was used to compare 188 

between the means of these two groups.  189 

 190 

2.5 Evaluation of thickness of spin-coated films by means of atomic force microscopy 191 
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To assess the thickness of the coatings some area was scratched off. The thickness of spin-192 

coated films was assessed based on the topography images of the scratch, recorded using the 193 

atomic force microscopy technique as shown in SI Fig. S3. Five randomly selected areas of 194 

each sample were tested, and profiles were generated. To avoid any unwanted artefacts, 195 

influence on the profiles, each profile line for analysis was averaged from three contiguous 196 

lines.  197 

 198 

2.6. Imaging of the coatings 199 

The light inverted microscopes (Nikon EPIPHOT 200 and Zeiss Axio Observer) were used for 200 

imaging. The atomic force microscope (AFM, Asylum Research MFP3D Bio) working in the 201 

tapping mode (AC mode) was used to illustrate the phase composition and topography of the 202 

polystyrene films.  203 

 204 

2.7 In-situ measurement of evaporation during spin-coating by means of laser light 205 

reflectometry with stroboscopic effect 206 

To investigate the thinning of the solution layer while spinning, the in-situ stroboscopic laser 207 

light reflectometry was used. The laser light is reflected from the coating during the spin-208 

coating process. The occurring interference pattern can be used to estimate the thinning rate of 209 

the solution. (55–57) At the same time, the variability of the amplitude of the degree of 210 

reflection 𝜚 can be used to characterize the emergence of the interfacial instabilities in the 211 

coating and roughening of the surface when the coating is spun. (58) The experimental setup is 212 

described in SI, Fig. S1 – S2. 213 

Depending on the thickness of the layer, constructive or destructive interreference can occur. 214 

The condition for the constructive interference was calculated from Bragg’s law: 2𝑛∆ℎ𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 =215 

𝑚𝜆, where n is the refractive index of the layer, Δh is thickness of the layer, θ – incident angle, 216 
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m is an integer number and λ is light wavelength. For pure MEK Δh = 235 nm (assuming the 217 

refractive index nMEK = 1.3788). For the polymer solution it was assumed that the refractive 218 

index was n = 1.5, thus Δh = 217 nm. Laser light wavelength was λ = 650 nm. 219 

 220 

2.8 Data analysis and visualization 221 

For data visualization and analysis GraphPad Prism 8 was used. For image analysis procedures 222 

implemented in Gwyddion software (ver 2.50) were used. 223 

 224 

2.9 Fourier Transform IR 225 

To determine the functional groups in the films, infrared spectra were collected using a Fourier 226 

transform infrared spectrophotometer (Nicolet 8700 FTIR, Thermo Scientific). Measurements 227 

were performed using the FTIR ATR over a range of 4000−400 cm−1. 228 

 229 

2.10 Contact Angle and Surface Free Energy Measurement 230 

The contact angle (CA) was measured using a Data Physics OCA 20 goniometer. The contact 231 

angle was measured with a sessile drop method. For Surface Free Energy measurement (SFE) 232 

two kinds of coatings were chosen: 20 kDa and 200 kDa. For each type of coating 3 droplets 233 

were measured and 3 different coatings were used. Two liquid system was used: deionized 234 

water and diiodomethane (Sigma Aldrich, Analytic grade). The groups were compared with t 235 

test (p < 0.05). Owens, Wendt, Rabel and Kaelble (OWKR) method was used for SFE 236 

calculation. (59)  237 

 238 

3. Result and discussion 239 
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Spin-coating is often described in the literature as a two-step process. (21,57) First, a polymeric 240 

solution is dropped on a substrate and spread by the inertia of the rotating substrate (so called 241 

flow regime). Subsequently, the solvent evaporates leaving a solid coating.  242 

Notably, manipulating the position of the two nodes in the bimodal MWD can significantly 243 

alter the nature of polymer - polymer interactions in the solution in a controllable manner, thus, 244 

influencing the solution viscosity. In the research the solutions with bimodal MWD were 245 

prepared so that the two nodes in the distribution were clearly separated. The GPC molecular 246 

weight distribution of a single node MWD (uniform) is presented in Fig. 1 A, which illustrates 247 

the MWD of 91 kDa polystyrene with narrow distribution (PDI=1.04), whereas Fig. 1 B 248 

illustrates the MWD with two nodes of a blend of 91 kDa PS with 200 kDa PS, both with narrow 249 

distributions (PDI=1.04). GPC investigation confirmed that the molecular weight and MWD of 250 

each of the component was the same before and after blending.  251 

 252 

 253 

Fig 1. Exemplary GPC experiment results of bimodal and uniform MWD polystyrene; A - 254 

narrow uniform MWD, Mw = 91 kDa, PDI 1.04; B – bimodal MWD, blend of Mw = 91 kDa, 255 

PDI = 1.04 and Mw = 200 kDa, PDI = 1.04. 256 

 257 

The evaporation of the solvent through the spin-coating increased the viscosity of the solution. 258 

Successively, the solution concentration fell below the threshold at which the components 259 

cannot coexistence as a one phase (Fig 2A and 2B). The arrows mark the paths of the 260 

evaporation of the 3 tested compositions: 75/25 w/w%, 50/50 and 25/75, respectively. Due to 261 

A B
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the dissimilarity of the molecular weight of lighter and heavier elements the phase diagram is 262 

not symmetrical but is shifted towards the lower miscibility of the heavier element.(60) 263 

 264 

 265 

Fig. 2 A – Schematic illustration of the change of the solvent fraction and the solution viscosity 266 

due to the evaporation of the solvent during spin-coating; B – Schematic phase diagram in 267 

ternary system of polystyrene blend with two molecular weights and solvent. The blue line 268 

separates the coexistence region from spinodal decomposition region, illustrated by parallel 269 

lines. The arrows illustrate the path of the system as the solvent evaporates with time, tc is the 270 

time necessary to reach a critical concentration at which two phase region exists. 75/25, 50/50, 271 

25/75 – different evaporation paths for the aforementioned polystyrene fractions. 272 

 273 

3.1 Evaluation of solution viscosities 274 

The viscosity measurement (Fig. 3.) can be used to assess not only the final coating thickness 275 

and the solution evaporation time prediction, but also it can provide information about the 276 

character of polymer chains interactions. The measurement result is presented as reduced 277 

viscosity 𝜂r/c, where c represents concentration in mg/ml. Here  η𝑟 =
η−η𝑠

η𝑠
, where 𝜂 is dynamic 278 

viscosity of the solution and 𝜂s is the viscosity of the solvent. In Fig. 3A the viscosity is plotted 279 

as a function of the concentration. 280 

 281 
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 282 

Fig. 3. Reduced viscosity ηr/c of the solutions, A - plotted against the concentration of the 283 

solution, B in the function of the number average molecular weight, [Mn] = f1Mw1 + f2Mw2, 284 

where f is w/w % ratio of polymers. 285 

 286 

The general dependence of viscosity on concentration can be described in a form of a power 287 

series:(61) 288 

𝜂𝑟

𝑐
= [𝜂](1 + 𝐾[𝜂]𝐶 +

𝐾[𝜂]𝐶2

2
+

𝐾[𝜂]𝐶3

6
)       (2) 289 

where [𝜂] is intrinsic viscosity at infinite dilution. The coefficients are summarized in Table S1 290 

in SI. The difference between bimodal and uniform solution is clearly visible for concentrations 291 

surpassing the overlap concentration at around 20 mg/ml.(62) It should be noted that the 292 

viscosity of the bimodal solutions increased faster with the increase of the concentration than 293 

in case of uniform solutions.  294 

Thereafter Fig. 3B presents the viscosity in relation to the number molecular weight [Mn]. The 295 

relation between viscosity and molecular weight can be described in a form of the Mark-296 

Houwink equation:(61)  297 

𝜂𝑟

𝑐
= ln𝐾 + 𝑎ln[𝑀𝑛].          (3) 298 

The K and a coefficient values are summarized in SI, Table S2. Again, a variation between the 299 

behavior of uniform and bimodal solutions was registered, while the uniform solutions were 300 

visibly more viscous than the bimodal counterpart of similar molecular weight. The positive 301 
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solvent – polymer interaction causes swelling of polymer chains, which is further reflected in 302 

the enhanced viscosity of polymeric solution. In such case the interactions between polymer 303 

chains are more probable. Inversely, the addition of a higher molecular fraction reduces the 304 

solubility of the polymer. However, for 80 mg/ml the difference disappeared and the viscosity 305 

– molecular weight curves displayed by similar tendencies. 306 

In conclusion, the bimodal solution ware less viscus than the uniform ones at low concentrations 307 

(c < 20 mg/ml). However, the viscosity in the case of the bimodal blends rapidly increased with 308 

the increase of the concentration.  309 

 310 

3.2 Evaporation of the solvent during spin-coating  311 

Subsequently, the relation between the viscosity (concentrations c: 20 mg/ml, 40 mg/ml and 80 312 

mg/ml) of the uniform and bimodal solutions and the evaporation rate of the solutions during 313 

spin-coating was analyzed (Fig. 4).  314 

 315 

 316 

Fig. 4. Relation between the evaporation rate of solution and the reduced viscosity of solution 317 

for polymer concentrations: A - 20 mg/ml, B - 40 mg/ml and C - 80 mg/ml, respectively. 318 

 319 

Let us now expand the topic of bimodal MWD solution evaporation and compare it with 320 

evaporation rate of the solution with the homogeneous MWD. The thinning rate is important, 321 

as it allows to extract the height – time profile and predict the evaporation rate and heat behavior 322 
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at particular time. Especially, the start of the water droplet condensation coming from humidity 323 

depends on the temperature fluctuations which are related to the evaporation rate. 324 

Evaporation of the solutions was measured by laser reflectometry. The intensity of scattered 325 

light increases with solution density, and for higher concentrations clear interference fringes 326 

are hard to obtain. This led to choosing solutions with concentration of exclusively 20 mg/ml 327 

(which is in proximity to the overlap concentration C*) for further investigation. 328 

 Fig. 5A presents the first second of solution evaporation in a form of a heat map. The heat map 329 

graph (Fig. 5A) presents the thinning rate of the solution (Δh/Δt) in µm/s, where color of each 330 

pixel corresponds to the thinning rate value. After 1s the thickness of the film decreased enough 331 

for interference to cease. As predicted, the shortest time of this phenomenon was registered for 332 

pure MEK. The measured times increased accordingly to the average molecular weight of the 333 

solution. In case of solutions with added higher molecular weight fraction after turbulent 0.3 s, 334 

a clear region of a slower thinning was found. The region spans between 0.3 s and 0.4 s. Fig. 335 

5B presents the evaporation curve of 50/50 w/w % 91 kDa and 200 kDa solution. Subsequently, 336 

the region of a lowered thinning rate is followed by a region of an increased thinning rate, which 337 

is shifted further in time and prolonged for all solutions with an added fraction of higher 338 

molecular weight. It can be assumed, that this phenomenon can be assigned to liquid-liquid 339 

phase separation on solvent and polymer rich fraction. It is also possible, that addition of the 340 

longer chains facilitates this phase behavior. Then, the behavior of the bimodal solutions would 341 

be a mix of properties of its components. On the other hand, this phenomenon can be associated 342 

with the final morphology formation. If so, the morphology would start to form in a relatively 343 

early stage of the process. Moreover, it can be assumed that the acceleration of evaporation in 344 

the later stage would be responsible for the decrease of surface temperature. This will 345 

subsequently facilitate water condensation. 346 

 347 
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       348 

 Fig. 5. A - Heat map of the thinning rate of the solution during the spin-coating for 349 

concentration of 20 mg/ml; B – representative evaporation curve of 50/50 w/w % 91 kDa and 350 

200 kDa solution, concentration 20 mg/ml, vertical axis corresponds to the voltege amplitude 351 

found on the  photodetector and the horizontal axis corresponds to the duration of  spin-coating.   352 

 353 

3.3 Investigation of the thickness and morphology of the coatings spun at Rh 0% 354 

The convection Marangoni flow, solvent evaporation, as well as the phase separation events 355 

were found to alter the morphology of the coating surface. As a result, occurrence of wrinkles 356 

or arrays of islands on the surface of the coating was reported. (47,63–65) 357 

To determine the effect of bimodal MWD on coating’s morphology, the coatings were 358 

investigated via AFM and optical imaging. Significant differences between blend types 359 

occurred when the solution concentration was 80 mg/ml (Fig. 6A). As illustrated in Fig. 6B the 360 

thickness of the coatings in case of 80 mg/ml scaled linearly with the average molecular weight 361 

of the blends.  362 
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 363 

 364 

Fig. 6. A - Thickness of the coatings in respect of the composition and the concentration. The 365 

plot presents data for uniform and 91 kDa / 200 kDa solutions. B – Thickness of the coating for 366 

the concentration of 80 mg/ml in function of the blend’s molecular weight. * - Blends of 91 367 

kDa and 200 kDa polystyrene; ** - blend of 20 kDa and 200 kDa polystyrene; x/x – w/w% ratio 368 

of blended homogeneous polystyrenes. The number average molecular weight [Mn] = f1Mw1 + 369 

f2Mw2, where f w/w. % ratio of polymers. C - RMS roughness of the coatings spun from 80 370 

mg/ml concentration. 371 

 372 

In addition it was observed that roughness scales with the film’s thickness, the values are not 373 

significantly different (Fig. 6C). Nonetheless, the similar RMS value can describe an infinite 374 

number of possible morphologies. In order to represent the morphology of the material 375 

quantitatively one can apply the Minkowski parameters.(66)  376 

The images (Fig. 7A) used for analysis come from the central part of the image, in order to 377 

exclude the high shear rate effect on the coating’s morphology. On the basis of this description, 378 

it can be concluded that the morphology of the uniform coatings is characterized by separate 379 

islands (red color in Fig. 7A) surrounded by a bicontinuous green phase. Oppositely, the 380 

bimodal coatings are characterized by a red bicontinuous phase with separate green islands 381 
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included. The bicontinuous phase in such case becomes fainter with the increase of the higher 382 

weight molecular fraction. This occurrence was observed in case of both kinds of bimodal 383 

blends: 20 kDa / 200 kDa and 91 kDa / 200 kDa.  384 

Fig. 7B presents boundary and connectivity. The first of the two parameters, boundary B(𝜈) 385 

characterizes the number of bound pixels at the edge between dark and bright regions in a 386 

binarized picture at a specific threshold 𝜈. Connectivity C(𝜈) can be used to describe the 387 

bicontinuous or island morphology of the coating in respect to the given binarization threshold 388 

𝜈. The negative value of connectivity corresponds to bicontinuous morphology, while the 389 

positive value corresponds to island morphology. Together, those two parameters provide a 390 

relevant description of the surface morphology.  391 

   392 

Fig. 7. A - Optical images of coatings spun from 80 mg/ml. The B- Minkowski boundary B(𝜈) 393 

and connectivity C(𝜈), of the coatings spun from 80 mg/ml, where 𝜈 represents the threshold 394 

for the image binarization, Nbound is the number of pixels bounded between bright and light 395 

picture areas at a given threshold, Npixels is the total number of pixels, Corange is a total number 396 

A) B) 
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of orange pixels at a given threshold, Cgreen is the total number of green pixels at a given 397 

threshold.   398 

3.4 Investigation of coatings phase composition by means of AFM Force Spectroscopy 399 

AFM Force Spectroscopy method allows to visualize and quantify surface areas differing in 400 

mechanical properties.(67) The coatings spun from the solutions with the concentration of 80 401 

mg/ml were studied. By averaging the values from the obtained maps, the resulting elastic 402 

modulus of the coatings was calculated (Fig. 8).  403 

 404 

  405 

Fig. 8. Average elastic modulus obtained based on the FS method for coatings made from the 406 

solution of 80 mg/ml. Uniform – coatings were made from homogeneous solutions; Bimodal – 407 

coatings made from solutions with bimodal MWD; * - Blends of 91 kDa and 200 kDa 408 

polystyrene; ** - blend of 20 kDa and 200 kDa polystyrene; x/x – w/w% ratio of blended 409 

homogeneous polystyrenes. [Mn] = f1Mw1 + f2Mw2, where f w/w % ratio of polymers. *** - 410 

means are significantly different (one-way ANOVA, p < 0.05). 411 

 412 

The obtained results are similar to those found in the literature.(68) The uniform 91 kDa coating 413 

and the 75/25 and 50/50 blends of 91 kDa and 200 kDa had significantly lower elastic modulus 414 

than the rest of the tested groups. The dependence between the molecular weight and the elastic 415 
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modulus of polymer has been repeatedly proven.(69,70) However, we have not found 416 

significant differences between other groups than those mentioned. In our investigation the 417 

uniform 20 kDa coating had similar elastic modulus as the 200 kDa coating. This could have 418 

happened due to the influence of the substrate, as the 20 kDa coating was the thinnest. We have 419 

performed linear regression test (SI, Force Spectroscopy, Fig. S4) between the thickness of the 420 

80 mg/ml coatings and the elastic modulus which proved no relationship between the thickness 421 

of the coatings and the elastic modulus, while the 20 kDa coating was an outlier (SI, Force 422 

Spectroscopy, Table 14).  423 

Interestingly, it was possible to record local differences of the coating surface stiffness (Fig. 9). 424 

The maps were gathered for bimodal coatings. White spinodal-like areas are characterized by 425 

higher stiffness. The differences are more clearly visible in case of 90 kDa and 200 kDa blends, 426 

in agreement with Fig. 8. 427 

 428 
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 429 

Fig. 9. Force Spectroscopy maps of bimodal MWD coatings. The grey scale shows the stiffness 430 

– the white color corresponds to the highest stiffness. The gray scale range is ± 1 GPa. 431 

w/w% 91 kDa / 200 kDa 20 kDa / 200 kDa

75/25

50/50

25/75
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 432 

Fig. 10. Force Spectroscopy maps of coatings with uniform MWD. The grey scale shows the 433 

stiffness – the white color corresponds to the highest stiffness. The gray scale range is ± 1 GPa. 434 

 435 

For comparison, Fig. 10 illustrates the FS maps of the uniform coatings. We have analyzed the 436 

skewness of the elastic modulus distribution of the maps (SI, Force Spectroscopy, Table S15). 437 

The skewness in case of uniform coatings was significantly lower (p < 0.05) than in case of the 438 

bimodal coatings (Fig. 11). The distribution of the elastic modulus of the uniform coatings was 439 

more homogeneous. 440 

91 kDa20 kDa

200 kDa150 kDa
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 441 
Fig 11. Skewness of the elastic modulus data sets. Uniform – grouped means representing 442 

skewness of histograms of uniform coatings elastic modulus. Bimodal – grouped means 443 

representing skewness of histograms of all kinds of bimodal blends elastic modulus. The means 444 

of these two groups are significantly different (p < 0.05). 445 

 446 

3.5 Solubility of polystyrenes in respect to the molecular weight distribution 447 

The aforementioned, found by FS, phase segregation could be explained by solubility 448 

investigation. It was shown that viscosity of the polymeric solution can be utilized by 449 

application of the Mangaraj method to retract several polymer - solvent parameters, i.e. the 450 

Flory interaction parameter.(71) We utilized the Mangaraj equation (eq.4) in order to 451 

investigate the miscibility gap between the lower and the higher molecular weight polystyrenes. 452 

(72)  453 

ln (
𝜂

𝜂𝑚𝑎𝑥
) = −(𝛿𝑠 − 𝛿𝑒𝑓𝑓)

2.         (4) 454 

The effective miscibility parameter δeff was calculated with respect to a solution of 200 kDa 455 

with concentration of 80 mg/ml which had the highest viscosity among the tested solutions 456 

(ηmax). The parameter of the solvent δs was set to be 19 MPa0.5, which is a typical value for 457 

MEK.  458 
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In fact, the miscibility gap between low and high molecular weight polystyrene can be derived 459 

based on the viscosity of PS blends.  Furthermore, the miscibility gap decreases accordingly to 460 

the low molecular weight fraction. Here, 𝛿eff is the effective Hildebrand miscibility parameter 461 

calculated based on the intrinsic viscosity [η]. In case of the 20 mg/ml concentration, all the 462 

solutions are present on the same linear trend with the lowest 𝛿eff for the highest molecular 463 

weight. It should be noted that, with concentration increase, the trends for 20 kDa / 200 kDa 464 

solutions (brown squares), 91 kDa / 200 kDa solutions (purple triangles) and the uniform 465 

solutions (blue circles) become divergent at low molecular weights, with their trends being 466 

coincidental at 200 kDa. 467 

 468 

 469 

Fig. 12. The effective miscibility parameter 𝛿eff of the polystyrenes in MEK with bimodal and 470 

uniform distributions for two kinds of bimodal distributions: 20 kDa / 200 kDa – brown squares 471 

and 91 kDa / 200 kDa – purple triangles; the blue circles represent data for polystyrenes with 472 

the uniform distributions. [Mn] = f1Mw1 + f2Mw2, where f w/w % ratio of polymers. 473 

 474 

3.5 Self-assembly due to phase segregation and water condensation 475 

As a follow-up, we have utilized the humidity in order to take advantage from the phase 476 

segregation observed above. The viscosity and solubility investigations pointed to 477 
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concentration of 80 mg/ml in order to obtain the most pronounce effect. It is well established 478 

method to use the solvent evaporation driven water condensation on the surface of the liquid 479 

film to cause ruptures in the film. Water droplets immerse in films and consequently at a higher 480 

water concentration this may lead to gaps in the films. After the droplets evaporated, they left 481 

cavities inside the film. The condensing water force the film to dewet and retreat from SiO2. 482 

The tested relative humidity Rh values were 45%, 55%, 75%. Fig. 13 A shows images of 483 

coatings composed of uniform polystyrenes, Fig. 13 B presents images of coatings prepared 484 

from 91 kDa and 200 kDa blends and Fig. 13 C presents images of coatings prepared from 20 485 

kDa and 200 kDa blends. Each column is marked below the PDI value of the mixture and each 486 

row corresponds to one of the Rh values. Optical microscope images show larger area of the 487 

coatings and are presented in the Supplementary Information, Fig. S6 – S8. 488 

 489 

 490 

Fig. 13. Morphology of coatings with bimodal MWD spun under different humidity conditions, 491 

the solution concentration C was 80 mg/ml. The z-scale was chosen for the best representation 492 

of the coating’s morphology. A – uniform coatings; B – 20 kDa and 200 kDa blends; C – 91 493 

kDa and 200 kDa blends. 494 

 495 
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We have observed that the smaller cavities (breath figures) formed around the larger cavities 496 

caused by dewetting related polymeric film ruptures. The structure which resembles the 497 

honeycomb also occurred. Such patterns are often associated with the Bernardo-Marangoni 498 

convention flowing inside a solidifying polymer film. (73,74) The Bernardo-Marangoni's 499 

convective flow occurs at a gradient of the surface tension and the evaporation rate. Such 500 

gradient may occur due to the aforementioned phase morphology of coatings prepared from bi-501 

modal blends. For Rh 55% the honeycomb-like morphology is found for all of the coatings, 502 

except the uniform 20 kDa coating. The proposed process of formation of such complex 503 

morphology is presented in Fig. 14.   504 

 505 

 506 

Fig. 14. The chart illustrates the evolution of the morphology of coatings under the influence 507 

of the flow of humid air. 1 – Spin-coating in dry conditions, convective flow causes surface 508 

roughening. 2 – Condensation of water droplets if the humidity is Rh 45% results in formation 509 

of breath figures. 3 – The Marangoni convection and more vapor condensation leads to a 510 

honeycomb morphology. 4 – Coalescence of water droplets leads to brakeage of the coating 511 

and formation of large pores inside the honeycomb cells.  512 

  513 

Notably, the uniform coatings have lost their honeycomb morphologies, when humidity Rh 514 

75% was used. The bimodal coating of 91 kDa and 200 kDa, 25/75 w/w% also did not retain 515 

the honeycomb morphology. It should be noted that this kind of coating was the most similar 516 
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to the uniform coatings during optical imaging and force spectroscopy. Radially averaged 517 

Power Spectra Density analysis (SI, Fig. S9) of averaged 4 images depicts the differences 518 

between the 75/25, 50/50 and 25/75 w/w% 20 kDa and 200 kDa coatings. 519 

Interestingly, the coatings prepared from 20 kDa and 200 kDa bimodal blends at Rh 75% had 520 

polymeric pillars inside the large holes. It was found that a certain phase in the polymer film 521 

was segregated into structures resembling pillars. An onset of such structures can be observed 522 

also in case of coatings prepared in Rh 55%, but the length of the process in this case was too 523 

short for full pillar formation. The fraction of the pillars decreased with the increase of 200 kDa 524 

contribution. Thus, it can be concluded that the pillars are made of the lower molecular weight 525 

fraction. Additionally, we have tested the formation of the micropillars when a short spin-526 

coating time was used (0.5s and 1s). These images are presented in Fig. S15 in SI. The phase 527 

segregation was already seen, though, the pillars were not well formed. These results would 528 

confirm the reflectometry experiment, which indicated, that the phase separation could happen 529 

early on during the spin-coating. Nonetheless, the longer spin-coating time is necessary for 530 

enough water condensation to induce the pillar formation. 531 

Apparently, as the polymer film receded from the substrate surface, segregation into fractions 532 

of varying weight occurred which led to formation of these structures. It was assumed that the 533 

pillars are made of the lighter and less viscous fraction. Seemingly, the heavier polymer 534 

fraction, more viscous and more entangled reinforced the honeycomb cells borders.  535 

Phase segregation was captured by the AFM image (Fig. 15 a - c). The black rectangle indicates 536 

the area that differed in terms of deflection signal and phase contrast. It was observed that 537 

between this area and the rest of the film was separated by cracks. The water condensation of 538 

forced the liquid PS film to dewet from the SiO2. The direction of dewetting is marked by black 539 

arrows. The low molecular weight segregated and separated from the main of the film part of 540 
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the film and formed pillars. The proposed mechanism of pillar formation is depicted in Fig 15 541 

d. 542 

 543 

Fig. 15. AFM picture of 20 kDa and 200 kDa 75/25 w/w% blend spun at Rh 75%, the same 544 

region is shown in form of a - topography, b - AFM deflection and c - AFM phase images. 545 

Black arrows mark the direction of dewetting; d – schematic illustration depicting proposed 546 

pillar formation mechanism; Convection inside the liquid film led to cells formation, 547 

condensation of water led to film rupture (Blue). Subsequently, recess of the film occurred. At 548 

the interface between the rupture area and the receding film segregation of lower molecular 549 

fraction occurred (Yellow). Later, the borders of the cells from remaining high molecular 550 

e f

70% PS (20 kDa 200 kDa, 75/25)

30% of PMMA (20 kDa)

70% PS (20 kDa 200 kDa, 75/25)

30% of PVP (~29 kDa)

d *
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weight fraction (Orange); e, f – Blends of 70% of PS with bimodal MWD and PMMA or PVP, 551 

respectively. 552 

As was mentioned, the polystyrenes used were unmodified standard grade polymers. The 553 

unchanged chemical composition of the coatings was confirmed by FTIR spectroscopy (SI Fig. 554 

S10 – S12). The recognized functional groups were CH3, CH2, and phenyl groups. All of these 555 

groups are hydrophobic and were the driving force behind the dewetting process under high 556 

humidity conditions. These argument was further reinforced by the Free Surface Energy (SEF) 557 

measurement (SI Fig. S13 – S14). The SEF of 20 kDa coating was slightly higher than the 200 558 

kDa coating and in consequence lead to higher affinity to the hydrophilic SiO2 substrate of the 559 

former one.  560 

Finally, in order to test if the described process can be extended to the other polymer systems, 561 

the blends of bi-modal polystyrene and commercially available PMMA or PVP were prepared 562 

and spin-coated. In both cases (Fig. 15e and f), segregation of the polystyrene fractions allowed 563 

to obtain bimodal morphology of larger and smaller islands.  564 

 565 

Conclusions 566 

To summarize, polystyrene solutions either with uniform molecular weight distribution or with 567 

bimodal molecular weight distribution were used. The bimodal blends consisted either of 20 568 

kDa and 200 kDa or of 91 kDa and 200 kDa molecules and 75/25, 50/50 and 25/75 w/w % 569 

ratios of these molecules were applied. The blends were dissolved in methyl ethyl ketone and 570 

used for spin-coating. 571 

 The viscosity of the solutions with bimodal blend distribution was lower than of the 572 

uniform solutions (< 20 mg/ml) but increased rapidly with increase of the concentration. 573 

The viscosity parameters were tabulated. 574 
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 The viscosity data were applied to determine the solubility parameters of bimodal and 575 

uniform polystyrene. It was concluded that if the polydispersity of the mixture is high 576 

enough, both components of the polystyrene blend can act as separate species and 577 

segregate during spin-coating.  578 

 The evaporation pattern during spin-coating and evaporation rate was characterized for 579 

each of the polystyrene blends. It was found that bimodal solutions have period of 580 

lowered evaporation rate at around 0.4 s of spin-coating. 581 

 The morphology of the bimodal coatings characterized by Minkowski measures and it 582 

was concluded that they differ from the morphology of uniform coatings. These result 583 

suggested that the convection flow during spinning in the bimodal solutions is different 584 

as compare to the uniform solutions. 585 

 Force Spectroscopy reveled spinodal like features in case of the bimodal coatings. These 586 

features were visible in both kinds of bimodal blends, when the ratio was 75 to 25.  587 

 It was concluded that the segregation into low and high molecular fractions occurred. 588 

 As the polystyrene is slightly hydrophobic, while the solvent (methyl ethyl ketone) is 589 

slightly hydroscopic, it was concluded that the phase separation can be enhanced by 590 

spin-coating in high humidity. Coating in relative humidity of 45%, 55% and 75% was 591 

tested. It was found, that for 20 kDa and 200 kda blend, at the highest humidity the 592 

polystyrene segregated into pillars formed from the lower molecular weight fraction. 593 

The higher molecular weight fraction formed the honeycomb cells. It was concluded 594 

that these happed due to the difference in viscosity and free surface energy between the 595 

two fractions. 596 

It was shown that these phenomenon can be extended into other polymer systems in order to 597 

obtain complex and controlled morphology. It is likely possible to apply the described process 598 

to other coatings methods, for example dip coating or inkjet printing. 599 
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 600 

Supporting Information (SI) 601 

Experimental setup depicting the custom build spin-coater with a humidity-controlled chamber 602 

and an in-situ reflectometer utilizing stroboscopic effect. Illustration of thickness measurement. 603 

Viscosity related coefficients. Optical microscope images. FTIR results. Free Surface Energy 604 

results. 605 
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AFM – atomic force microscopy; bimodal – polymer with two nodes in molecular weight 628 

distribution; coating – final polymer coating; CA – Contact Angle; E – elastic modulus; film – 629 

liquid film of solution spread on the substrate; FS – force spectroscopy; FTIR – Fourier 630 

Transform IR; GPC – Gel permeation chromatography; initial solution – solution ate the start 631 

of spin-coating; MEK – Methyl Ethyl Ketone; Mw – molecular weight; [Mw] – Weight average 632 

molecular weight; [Mn] – Number average molecular weight; MWD – molecular weight 633 

distribution; PDI – Polydispersity index; PTF – Polymer thin film; PS – Polystyrene; Rh% - 634 

relative humidity in %; RMS – root mean square roughness; Uniform – polymer with one node 635 

in molecular weight distribution. 636 
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